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Depth-guided disocclusion inpainting of synthesized RGB-D images

Pierre Buyssens, Olivier Le Meur, Maxime Daisy, David Tschumperlé, Olivier Lézoray

Abstract—We propose to tackle the disocclusion inpainting of RGB-D images when synthesizing new views of a scene by changing its viewpoint. Such a process creates holes both in depth and color images. First, we propose a novel algorithm to perform the depth-map disocclusion inpainting. In particular, this intuitive approach is able to recover the lost structures of the objects and to inpaint the depth-map in a geometrically plausible manner. Then, we propose a depth-guided patch based inpainting method to fill-in the color image. Depth information coming from the reconstructed depth-map is added to each key step of the classical patch-based algorithm from Criminisi et al. in an intuitive manner. Relevant comparisons to state-of-the-art inpainting methods for the disocclusion inpainting of both depth and color images are provided and illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.

Index Terms—RGB-D view synthesis, depth-map disocclusion inpainting, color image disocclusion inpainting

I. INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

3DTV and the more general Free-Viewpoint Rendering (FVR) are promising technologies that stimulate the emergence of new multimedia experiences such as 3D cinema, display and broadcasting, to name a few. In this context, Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) has then become an important feature when capturing a scene: it consists in rendering both the classical color image together with a depth-map of the scene that encodes the relative depth of each pixel according to the camera position. Given this pair of images, one can synthesize a new virtual view by modifying the point of view of the scene through a warping transformation [1].

A critical issue arises when one wants to synthesize such a virtual view: background objects that lied behind foreground objects that have been uncovered have to be rendered in the new view. These unknown parts of the synthesized view are the so-called occluded areas, and filling them is known as the disocclusion inpainting process, which is a particular case of the inpainting problem. Note that the areas to be disoccluded appear both in the newly rendered color image and the corresponding depth-map at the same location.

Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon with a right horizontal translation of the viewpoint: the known parts (depicted in red and blue) are partially rendered in the virtual view. A non negligible part of the virtual view is unknown (depicted in green): the background that was hidden by the red foreground object, and the one that was offscreen.

In this paper we propose to tackle both depth-map and color image disocclusion inpainting. As pointed by Yoon et al. in [2], inpainting the depth-map is definitely not an easy task, and requires dedicated algorithms: Using the reconstructed depth-map to guide the color image disocclusion inpainting algorithm leads to more flexible approaches.

Our contributions are multiple. First, we propose a thorough analysis of the depth-map disocclusion inpainting problem and show that current state-of-the-art approaches cannot properly inpaint common complex cases. We then propose an intuitive 3-steps approach that involves only one easy-to-adjust parameter ($\lambda$ in the following). Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, our method results in better visual reconstruction with a good recovery of lost structures. Second, we extend our previous work [3], [4] on color image disocclusion inpainting. We provide new insights and details of our method, in addition to the inclusion of a smart heuristic for the best patch search scheme. We also compare our approach to representative state-of-the-art methods by providing qualitative and quantitative results on challenging images and reference datasets.

Based on the patch-based inpainting algorithm of Criminisi et al. [5], our proposed depth-aware patch-based disocclusion inpainting method for color images revisits each of its key steps by incorporating the depth information in an intuitive way. The proposed approach involves only one extra parameter...
λ as compared to the seminal approach of [5]. This threshold parameter λ discriminates adjacent pixels into foreground and background according to their respective depths. Particularly, two adjacent pixels p and q belong to the same object (foreground or background) if |depth(p) − depth(q)| < λ.

One has to note that, in the following, we deal with disparity maps that encode the displacement of each pixel used to synthesize a new view. Computing a depth-map (where a foreground object has a low depth) from a disparity map (where a foreground object has high disparity values) can be easily processed through an inverse mapping function. Figure 2 shows together with a color image its corresponding depth and disparity maps. In the rest of the paper, we use the term depth-map and deal specifically with horizontal translation warpings, though more general warpings, such as vertical, rotational or forward/backward warpings, can be also considered with some (small) modifications (not detailed in this paper).

The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review the major methods proposed in the literature for the disocclusion inpainting of both color and depth images. In section III, we first detail the main challenges of depth-map disocclusion inpainting and propose our approach to tackle them. We then compare it to existing approaches on challenging cases. In section IV, we detail our depth-aware patch-based approach for color image disocclusion inpainting. We compare it qualitatively and quantitatively to representative approaches of the state-of-the-art on images gathering both structures and textures difficulties. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Here, we review the methods proposed in the literature for the disocclusion inpainting of synthesized RGB-D images. We propose a classification of these methods depending on the concerned modality: most of the state-of-the-art approaches deal with the disocclusion inpainting of color images assuming that the depth-map is already inpainted. Among these works, a few propose a specific approach towards depth-map disocclusion inpainting, and some authors perform a joint disocclusion inpainting of both depth-map and color image at the same time. Note that we only review here the state-of-the-art approaches that deal with horizontal translation warping. Some work deals with more general warpings such as depth translation of the viewpoint (closer to the scene) [6], [7], which is clearly beyond the scope of this paper.

Before delving into this review, let us first define some notations used throughout this paper.

A. Notations and definitions

A color image is considered as a function $I : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n$, where $\Omega$ defines the image domain, and $n = 3$ for usual color RGB images. Similarly, a depth-map is considered as a function $J : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, where $\Omega$ is the depth-map domain. In the following, a RGB-D image is considered as the pair $(I, J)$ that shares the same domain $\Omega = \Omega$. As we deal with occluded images, the pair $(I, J)$ contains a set of holes $\Omega = \{\Omega_1, \ldots, \Omega_N\}$. $\Omega$ represents the mask of $(I, J)$ that has to be filled (i.e., the set of unknown pixels that have to be resynthesized), and $\delta \Omega$ is the bounday of $\Omega$.

All state-of-the-art methods use patches for color image disocclusion inpainting. A patch $\Psi_p$ centered on the pixel p is considered as a function $\Psi_p : \mathcal{N}_p \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n$ where $\mathcal{N}_p \subset \Omega$ is the square support of size $s$ of $\Psi_p$ and $n$ is the dimension of the considered image ($n = 1$ for a depth-map, and $n = 3$ for a color image). It is worth noting that $\Psi_p$ can be masked/incomplete (i.e., some of its pixels are unknown). $|\mathcal{N}_p| = s^2$ denotes the size of the support of a patch (i.e., its number of pixels), while $|\Psi_p|$ denotes the number of known pixels of the patch $\Psi_p$. In the case of an incomplete patch (that contains unknown pixels), one has obviously $|\Psi_p| < |\mathcal{N}_p|$. $\Psi_{\hat{p}}$ denotes a patch that matches $\Psi_p$ according to a given metric:

$$\Psi_{\hat{p}} = \arg\min_{q \in \mathcal{N}_p} d(\Psi_p, \Psi_q)$$

The widely used distance $d$ to compare the visual similarity of two patches is the Sum of Square Differences (SSD):

$$d_{SSD}(\Psi_p, \Psi_q) = \sum_{v \in \mathcal{N}_p \cap \Omega} \| \Psi_p(v) - \Psi_q(v + p - q) \|^2$$

(1)

Note that other patch similarity measures have been used in the literature such as the Bhattacharya distance [8] or the Hellinger distance [9] combined with the SSD metric. Nevertheless, the advantages of using such distances remains still unclear for the general purpose of image inpainting.

Finally, we denote by $W : \Omega \rightarrow \Omega$ the general warping function that transforms an original color image $I_o$ into a synthesized one $I_s = W(I_o)$. Since this paper only deals with horizontal translation warpings (to simulate parallel cameras), the same warping function warps also the corresponding depth-map $J_o$ into a synthesized depth-map $J_s = W(J_o)$. Throughout this paper, we perform the synthesis of the novel view through such a warping process that can be done with standard 3D warping equations [10].

B. Disocclusion Inpainting of color images

We consider here that the adjoining depth-map does not contain holes (i.e., it has already been filled).

Since most of state-of-the-art approaches rely on the seminal patch-based inpainting algorithm of Criminisi et al. [5], we first review this particular algorithm.
1) Sketch of patch-based inpainting algorithm: Back in 2004, a breakthrough inpainting approach was proposed in [5]. Based on the work proposed in [11] for texture reconstruction, this greedy patch-based inpainting algorithm introduces the notion of priority that guides the filling order, and consists in iterating the 4 following steps:

a) A priority term is assigned to each pixel \( p \in \delta \Omega \) (exterior border of \( \Omega \)), and is computed as

\[
P(p) = C(p) \times D(p)
\]

where \( C(p) \) and \( D(p) \) are the so-called confidence and data terms respectively. The first term reflects the number of reliable (known) pixels in \( N_p \), while the second term is computed from local gradient in \( N_p \) and reflects the structures that enter the mask. They are defined in [5] as:

\[
C(p) = \sum_{q \in (N_p \cap \Omega)} C(q) / |N_p|
\]

\[
D(p) = \frac{\nabla I_p^t \cdot n_p}{\alpha}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a normalization factor (that can in fact be ignored), \( n_p \) is the unit vector orthogonal to the boundary of the mask \( \delta \Omega \) at \( p \), and \( C(p) = 1, \forall p \in \Omega = (\mathbb{Z} \setminus \Omega) \). The pixel \( t \in \delta \Omega \) found to have the maximum priority is chosen as the target pixel (i.e., point to reconstruct first).

b) Given the incomplete target patch \( \Psi_t \) centered on \( t \), the second step consists in searching in \( \Omega \) the patch \( \Psi_t \) that minimizes the SSD between \( \psi_t \) and \( \Psi_t \) among the known part of \( \Psi_t \) (Eq. 1).

c) Paste the values from \( \Psi_t \) to the unknown pixels of \( \Psi_t \):

\[
\Psi_t(q) = \Psi_t(p) \quad |q - t = p - \hat{t}, \forall q \in N_t \cap \Omega
\]

d) Update \( \delta \Omega \) as well as confidence and data terms, and go back to step a).

Numerous small improvements of this seminal algorithm have been proposed later for the purpose of image inpainting, but reviewing them is clearly beyond the scope of this paper. A modification of the priority term is to give highest priority to the background (low values) than to the foreground.

2) Depth-aware color image disocclusion inpainting: Let us now focus on the various modifications proposed in the literature of this patch-based inpainting algorithm for color image disocclusion inpainting. Two angles of attack have been mainly investigated to add depth information into the algorithm of Criminisi et al.: (a) modification of the priority term (step 1 of the algorithm of Criminisi et al.), and (b) modification of the patch searching/matching process (step 2).

a) Modifications of the priority term:

The authors of [13] proposed to add a third multiplicative term as \( P(p) = C(p) \times D(p) \times L(p) \) where \( L(p) \) is a depth regularity term, defined as the inverse variance of the depth patch \( \Psi_p^d \) centered on \( p \\

\[
L(p) = \frac{|N_p|}{|N_p| + \sum_{q \in (N_p \cap \Omega)} \left( \Psi_p^d(q) - \Psi_p^d \right)^2}
\]

where \( \Psi_p^d \) is the patch defined on the depth-map centered at \( p \) and \( \Psi_p^d \) is the depth mean value of \( \Psi_p^d \). The rationale behind this additional term is to favor target pixels \( p \) that stand in flat regions (\( L(p) \approx 1 \)) and to leave pixels that lie at the frontier between foreground and background (\( L(p) \ll 1 \)) for the end of the inpainting process.

Similarly, a new priority term is proposed in [14] that involves an additional depth-related term

\[
P(p) = C(p) \times D(p) \times \left( 1 - \frac{\Psi_p^d}{z_{\text{max}}} \right)
\]

where \( \Psi_p^d \) is the average depth of the pixels of \( \Psi_p^d \) and \( z_{\text{max}} \) denotes the global maximum depth value of the depth-map.

In [15], the priority is kept unchanged, but the set of pixels \( p \in \delta \Omega \) are discretized between foreground and background pixels, and only those that belong to the background have an effective assignment of their priorities (the priority of the pixels of the boundary that lie on the foreground side of the hole is set to 0).

In a similar manner, authors of [16] proposed to set to 0 the priority of pixels that lie on the right side of the hole if the camera has moved from right to left. The idea behind this trick is that the holes appear in this case to the left of the foreground objects, and by setting to 0 the priority of the pixels that lie on the right side of the hole, it prevents the inpainting process to begin from the foreground. In addition to one side priority scheme, they also propose to use a 3D tensor [17] for the data term computation by including depth information in addition to the color features to favor both color and geometric structures.

Authors of [18] proposed to modify the filling order such that it also favors the beginning of the algorithm from the background, as well as the propagation of edges inside the mask:

\[
P(p) = F(p) \times D(p) \times M(p) \times \frac{|\Psi_p|}{|N_p|}
\]

where \( F(p) \) is a binary function such that \( F(p) = 0 \) if \( p \) belongs to the foreground, and \( F(p) = 1 \) if \( p \) belongs to the background, and \( M(p) \) is an additional term computed at \( p \) as

\[
M(p) = \frac{\sum_{r \in N_p \cap \Omega} \sum_{q \in (N_r \cap \Omega)} e^{-\frac{(J(r) - J(q))^2}{2\sigma^2}}}{|\Psi_p| (|N_p| - |\Psi_p|)}
\]

Finally, authors of [2] propose to compute the priority term as

\[
P(p) = C(p) \alpha \times D(p) \beta \times E(p) \gamma
\]

where \( C(p) \) and \( D(p) \) are the initial confidence and data terms (Eq. 3), \( E(p) \) is the inverse of the disparity map, and \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) are hyperparameters arbitrary fixed by the authors.

Beyond these parameters, the rationale behind the additional term \( E(p) \) is to give highest priority to the background (low disparity thus high \( E(p) \) values) than to the foreground.

b) Modifications of the searching/matching process:

Beyond the modifications of the filling order, most of the existing methods propose also to modify the way the best patch is searched (step 2 of the algorithm summarized in Section II-B1).
Authors of [13] and [16] incorporate the depth-map into the SSD computation as a fourth channel. While authors of [13] perform a weighting of this depth channel through an additional weighting parameter, authors of [16] chose to consider it as important as the color channels. Moreover, authors of [16] retrieve the $K = 5$ best patches and perform a linear combination of these best patches weighted by their respective SSD.

This search scheme favors the selection of patches that have similar depths without preventing picking a patch in the foreground.

Another scheme is to restrict the search only to patches that have lower depths. This is especially employed by [2], [15] with a tolerance parameter $\epsilon$ fixed by the authors. By restricting the search of the best patch to candidate patches of lower depths, it becomes impossible to inpaint the background with a foreground patch, which is the desired property.

Finally, authors of [18] formulate the matching process as a multiplicative combination between two similarity terms. The first one, computed on the non-masked part of $\Psi_t$, is related to the similarity of both color and depth, while the second one, computed on the masked part of $\Psi_t$, is only related to the similarity between depths.

These two angles of attack mainly investigated in the literature involve the modifications of the definition of the priority term and/or the best patch search scheme. Most of these modifications consider only the case of simple holes (a hole that is only surrounded by background and a single foreground object), and are demonstrated on few images. Beyond the extra parameters that have been tuned manually (which can be tedious), the robustness of the proposed priority terms is definitely not guaranteed with more complex (and indeed common) cases involving multiple objects at different depths that overlap.

In Section IV, we tackle the color image disocclusion inpainting by proposing natural and efficient modifications of the priority term computation, the best patch search scheme, and also the copy/paste scheme. We also propose to specifically deal with the aliasing problem (related to the matting problem) by providing a simple and efficient method. To our knowledge, no state-of-the-art method specifically deals with this phenomenon.

C. Disocclusion Inpainting of depth-maps

As opposed to the disocclusion inpainting of color images, the problem of the depth-maps disocclusion inpainting has received considerably less attention.

It is worth noting the depth-map disocclusion inpainting method used in [15], [18] which fills a given hole with a line-based algorithm. Given a pixel $p$ to inpaint, the leftmost and rightmost known pixels are found, and the one with the minimal depth (that corresponds to the background) is retained as the depth value of the drawn line.

Arguing that the depth-map is smooth by nature, authors of [13] proposed to inpaint the depth-map with an isotropic diffusion inpainting scheme, previously defined in [19].

The authors of [2] recently proposed to use the original depth-map $J_o$ to help finding the good depth values to inpaint a given hole. Using such a scheme relies on the inverse warping function $W^{-1}$, and allows to properly inpaint, with background values, holes that are only surrounded by a foreground object. The effective inpainting is then processed with a line drawing scheme. The original depth-map was also used in our previous work [20]. However, we proposed to use a superpixel-based process both to get a more robust method and to modelize the depth-map.

Finally, it is worth mentioning depth-maps inpainting methods such as [21] dedicated to the restoration of depth-maps obtained from a kinect for instance. Although dealing with a problem neighbor to the disocclusion inpainting, these kind of methods use the fully known color image, which is not the case in disocclusion inpainting (i.e., the color image also contains holes).

The main flaw of these approaches (as for the color image disocclusion inpainting methods), is that they only work well in the case of simple holes, and do not scale to complex ones involving multiple objects at different depths that overlap. In such cases, some object structures have to be recovered and current state-of-the-art methods are insufficient.

In Section III, we tackle the depth-map disocclusion inpainting by proposing a simple 3-steps algorithm. The core of our proposal is the structure propagation step that allows to reconstruct missing structure of the objects prior to the effective inpainting. A structure completion step is indeed blatantly missing from the state-of-the-art methods.

D. Joint inpainting

Among the widely used scheme that separates the depth-map disocclusion inpainting from the color image one, a few works aimed at performing a joint disocclusion inpainting.

Authors of [22] proposed first a modification of the priority term to enforce the priorities of the background pixels:

$$P(p) = (C(p) + D(p) + L(p)) \times (z_{\max} - \Psi_p^d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $L(p)$ is the depth-related term defined in [13] (Eq. 6), $z_{\max}$ the maximum depth value of the entire depth-map, and $\Psi_p^d$ the average depth value of the known pixels of the patch $\Psi_p^d$ defined on the depth-map. The algorithm consists then in alternating texture and depth pixels inpainting.

Authors of [23] also inpaint both color image and depth-map in parallel. The background boundary of a hole is identified by a classification performed on the depth values of the pixels of this boundary, and a priority value is only given to these pixels (the priority of the remaining pixels is set to 0). The adjoining background is then set as the source region, and the effective inpainting is performed with a linear combination of the $K$ best patches found in this source region.

Finally, authors of [24] propose a superpixel-based approach to perform a joint disocclusion inpainting of both the color image and the depth-map. The main advantage is that superpixels, as opposed to patches, theoretically contain only foreground (or background) pixels, and this avoids the
typical foreground leaking problem.

Performing the disocclusion inpainting of the color and the depth images at the same time seems appealing. However, since the main challenges of color image and depth-map inpainting are completely different by nature, it seems more than challenging to provide a robust algorithm that is able to manage both simple and complex cases at the same time.

III. DEPTH-MAP DISOCCLUSION INPAINTING

Before detailing our proposed depth-map disocclusion inpainting method, we first review the main challenges and show why current state-of-the-art methods are insufficient to deal with.

A. Problem analysis

The disocclusion inpainting problem arises when the newly synthesized viewpoint reveals areas that were initially hidden. The disocclusion inpainting of depth-map is definitely a complex task, and have been unfortunately tackled with methods that are not good enough to manage complex geometric cases.

We now detail the main challenges of such a disocclusion inpainting and illustrate them through the Art and Backpack images (from the Middlebury dataset [25]) which contains many foreground objects of different depths (Figure 3):

- As illustrated in Figure 3 (right), some holes (like the one pointed by the red arrow) have to be filled with background values but are only surrounded with foreground values. Inpainting such a hole with the diffusion approach of [13] or with the line-based method of [15], [18] leads to filling it with foreground values. To our knowledge, only the methods [2], [20] that make use of the original depth-map $J_o$ are able to fill it with the correct background values.
- When the scene contains multiple foreground objects that overlap, the structure of a partly hidden foreground object (rings in Figure 3) may be broken in the synthesized depth-map (green arrows on the right image of Figure 3). Moreover, the structures are not necessarily horizontal. To our knowledge, no state-of-the-art method are currently able to deal with this phenomenon.
- The same phenomenon of broken structures may also appear when a foreground object touches the border of the original depth-map $J_o$. These structures, which are not necessarily horizontal, have to be propagated (green arrow in Figure 3, middle image).
- Apart from the holes that have to be filled, it is always assumed in state-of-the-art algorithms that the depths of the warped depth-map are correct and do not have to be overwritten. In case of multiple foreground objects that overlap, it may not always be the case. Figure 3 (right) illustrates such a case (rightmost green arrows): the structure of the ring has to be completed, and this implies overwriting some background values that have been put there by the warping process.

Apart from these challenges, the background planes are not necessarily parallel to the camera plane. Inpainting them with horizontal lines of constant depth (as proposed in [2], [15], [18]) necessarily leads to inconsistencies in the resulting depth-map.

B. Proposed method

Preliminaries: Our proposed method relies on a diffusion technique as in [13] but with several modifications to tackle all the challenges detailed above. First it is necessary to underline that holes mainly appear in the synthesized view when there are depth discontinuities in the original depth-map. Fortunately, these discontinuities can be easily detected through the use of morphological operators. We denote $NB_o^+$ the exterior narrow band of the original depth-map, that is the binary image defined as the exterior morphological gradient thresholded by $\lambda$ and computed as:

$$NB_o^+ = T(\delta(J_o) - J_o, \lambda)$$

where $\delta(\cdot)$ and $T(\cdot, \lambda)$ are the dilation and the $\lambda$-thresholding operators respectively. Here, $\delta(J_o) - J_o$ is indeed the exterior morphological gradient of $J_o$ [26].

This narrow band image states for each pixel if it belongs to the background or not, according to its direct neighborhood. Warping this narrow band image leads to the exterior narrow band of the synthesized depth-map:

$$NB_s^+ = W(NB_o^+)$$

This narrow band defines the starting pixels for the diffusion. Figure 4 shows in green the narrow bands on both the original (left) and synthesized (middle) depth-maps. The main problem of the diffusion arises when multiple objects with different depths overlap each other. Figure 4 (right) shows the result of the diffusion-based inpainting scheme [13] while taking $NB_s^+$ as source. Important inconsistencies can be noticed, especially where the rings are broken. Moreover, when multiple objects with different depths are involved, a given hole has to be filled both with background and foreground depth values. In such a case, the diffusion-based inpainting scheme [13] produces smooth transitions (Figure 4, right) between background and foreground depths, and the typical sharpness of the contours is lost. Finally, and as pointed in Section III-A (first point), there may remain small holes that have not been inpainted since their boundaries do not contain any pixel of the exterior narrow band $NB_s^+$ (see Figure 4, right).

Details of the proposed method: We now propose to tackle the main challenges exposed above with a simple and intuitive approach. It can roughly be decomposed into 3 steps: 1) Detect the points where a structure is potentially broken, and propagate these structures, 2) Diffuse the depths from well-defined regions to fill-in the unknown depths (with a possible overwrite of background values), 3) Inpaint the remaining holes (essentially those of the first point in Section III-A) with the use of the original depth-map.

1) Structure propagation: A structure is potentially broken when multiple objects with different depths overlap. To propagate these structures, we first detect the set of points that are located at the junction between 3 areas of different depths. Since these so-called t-junctions $t_j(o), i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ belong to the exterior boundary of an object and to the interior boundary
of another object, they are detected in the original depth-map as:

$$\{t_j(o), i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\} = \{p \in J_o | p \in (NB_o^- \cap NB_o^+)^c\}$$

(13)

where $NB_o^+$ is the exterior narrow band (eq. 11) and $NB_o^-$ is the interior narrow band of the original depth-map, computed as:

$$NB_o^- = \mathcal{T}(J_o - \epsilon(J_o), \lambda)$$

(14)

where $\epsilon(\cdot)$ is the erosion operator. Here $J_o - \epsilon(J_o)$ is indeed the intern morphological gradient of $J_o$ [26].

Once these $t$-junctions are detected in $J_o$, the corresponding $t$-junctions in the synthesized depth-map $J_s$ are retrieved with the warping function $W$. Figures 5 and 6 (first row) plot as blue dots the $t$-junctions points in both original and synthesized depth-maps for the Backpack and Art images respectively. Note that there are fewer $t$-junctions in $J_s$ than in $J_o$: because of the warping process, some of them are now masked by a foreground object.

The structures of the partially hidden foreground object can now be retrieved from these $t$-junctions. In this work, we simply extend these structures linearly, whose directions are found by looking at the interface between the foreground object to extend and the background in the original depth-map $J_o$. Checking this interface into a small neighborhood around the considered $t$-junction is sufficient to retrieve a good enough direction to propagate the linear structure. Starting from a $t$-junction, the contour is then propagated until one of these conditions is reached:

- the extended line reaches an object of higher depth,
- two lines having the same depth (depth of their respective $t$-junctions) do cross,
- the line reaches the border of the image.

It is important to note here that these lines can go through some known pixels whose depth are lower (i.e., background pixels).

Figure 6 (second row) shows some of these lines in red together with their associated $t$-junctions depicted in blue. Notice how some lines go through background pixels (second row, right image).

2) Depth diffusion: Beyond the sharpness of the structures that is well recovered, one important advantage of the structure propagation scheme detailed above is as follows: a given hole that has to be filled both with background and foreground values is now split (according to the extended lines) into homogeneous parts. Such a hole is shown in Figure 6 (bottom right): the parts of the hole that lie between two extended lines can be filled with the depth of the foreground ring, while the rest of the hole can be filled with background values only.

The effective inpainting can now be carried out safely via a diffusion scheme with the extended lines acting as barriers. Starting from each border of $NB_o^+$, the created fronts are stopped if one of these conditions is met:
• the diffused depth is lower than an existing one, i.e., the front reaches a foreground object,
• the front reaches an extended line.

It is important to note here that the diffusion is allowed to overwrite depth values that are lower (w.r.t. \( \lambda \)) than those that are diffused.

Figure 7 (middle) shows the result of the diffusion step on the synthesized depth-map (left). Thanks to the extended lines, the sharp structures of the rings are well recovered, and the result is consistent with respect to the geometry of the objects.

3) Inpainting remaining lonely regions: After the two first steps of our algorithm, some holes may not have been inpainted. These holes are not surrounded by pixels of \( NB_s^+ \), and then have not been filled during the diffusion process. Since they are surrounded only by foreground depth values, it is necessary to retrieve good background depth values for filling them. As suggested in [2], [3], a solution is to use depth values from the original depth-map.

For a pixel \( p \) to inpaint, this third step (illustrated in Figure 9) mainly consists in:

• getting the nearest known pixel \( q_s \in J_s \), and the offset \( \Delta = p - q_s \),
• getting its counterpart \( q_o \) in the original depth-map \( J_o \) by inverse warping \( q_o = W^{-1}(q_s) \),
• retrieving the good depth by taking the opposite offset \( -\Delta \) from \( q_o \).

Since these lonely holes are generally small, the adjoining small hole in \( J_o \) pointed by the offset \( -\Delta \) from \( q_o \in J_o \) can be safely modeled by a linear plane, and thus linearly interpolated to get the depth value of each point \( p \) of the hole.

Figure 7 (right) shows the effect of this step that effectively inpaints the remaining holes.

C. Results and Comparisons

In this section, we provide visual results of our depth-map inpainting method and comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches [13], [15], [2], [20]. Figure 8 shows and compares depth-map disocclusion inpainting results for images Adirondack, Art, and Backpack from the Middlebury dataset [25]. This dataset provides high resolution pairs of stereo images together with their respective disparity maps.

The sizes of the images Adirondack, Art, and Backpack are 2880 x 1988, 1390 x 1110, and 2940 x 2016 respectively, while the number of pixels to inpaint is 464K, 347K, and 634K respectively. We noticed here that our proposed method may actually inpaint more pixels since it allows incorrect background pixels to be overwritten.

Figure 8 shows that our approach clearly gives better disocclusion inpainting results. The structures are recovered in a more natural manner, and no major inconsistencies can be observed contrary to other state-of-the-art methods.

IV. DEPTH-AWARE COLOR IMAGE DISOCCLUSION INPAINTING

In this section, we detail our proposed method for the disocclusion inpainting of the color image \( I_s \). In the following, we consider that the adjoining synthesized depth-map \( J_s \) does not contain holes anymore (i.e., it has already been inpainted with the method detailed in Section III-B).
Fig. 7. Inpainting of rings. Left: synthesized depth-map with the holes in black. Middle: result after the line extension and diffusion process. Right: final result after inpainting the remaining holes.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
& \text{PSNR=73.94} & \text{PSNR=62.18} & \text{PSNR=62.35} & \text{PSNR=74.30} & \text{PSNR=75.09} \\
\hline
\text{Synthesized depth-map} & \text{Result with [13]} & \text{Result with [15]} & \text{Result with [2]} & \text{Result with [20]} & \text{This paper} \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 8. Depth-map disocclusion inpainting results on the following images: Adirondack (rows 1 and 2), Art (rows 3 and 4), and Backpack (rows 5 and 6). From left to right: synthesized depth-map with holes in black, then results with [13], [15], [2], [20], and our proposed method. The parameters (i.e., the patch size for [2], and the relative superpixel size for [20]) of each method have been manually tuned to get the best results.

A. Patch-based inpainting revisited

Our proposed color image disocclusion inpainting method is also based on the seminal patch-based inpainting algorithm of Criminisi et al. [5] (detailed in Section II-B1).

We now revisit each of the 3 main steps of this algorithm (i.e., priority computation, search scheme, and data copy) to make them use the information from the depth-map.

1) Depth-aware priority term: In our previous work [4], we showed that the priority term, and particularly the data term, is very sensitive. Modifying it by adding extra terms to take into account the depth, as most of state-of-the-art approaches proceed (Section II-B2), tends to even lower its...
In this paper, we propose to avoid adding and extra term to the initial priority term \( P(p) = C(p) \times D(p) \). As detailed below, the depth information is not incorporated into the data term \( D(p) \) but rather in the confidence one \( C(p) \) in an obvious way.

First, we chose to use the data term that we previously proposed in [4] for the purpose of general inpainting. This data term, based on structure tensors, showed some merit in comparison to the original one (more details on this can be found in [4]).

Second, we make a simple ascertainment: the confidence term is supposed to count the reliable information (known pixels) around a pixel \( p \), such that these known pixels are used for the patch matching (and the effective inpainting). Since it is quite counter-intuitive to use foreground pixels that lie near a background pixel \( p \) that we want to inpaint, we then propose to define the reliable data around a pixel \( p \) as the number of pixels that are at the same depth as \( p \) (with respect to the threshold \( \lambda \)):

\[
C(p) = \frac{1}{|\mathcal{N}_p|} \sum_{q \in (\mathcal{N}_p \cap (\mathcal{I}(\Omega)))} C(q) \quad (15)
\]

with \( C(p) = 1, \forall p \in \Omega \).

In order to have this confidence term performing correctly, a slight modification is also done on the boundary computation: we do not consider the exterior boundary of the masked part, but the interior one. By considering the interior boundary of a hole, known pixels belonging to a foreground object lying near a background boundary pixel will not be taken into account for the confidence term computation of the background pixels. Figure 10 shows this advantage and details the full computation of the priority terms for all the pixels of the boundary of a hole. Since the pixels of the boundary that lie near the cup (foreground) belong to the background, their confidence term is equal to 0 (Figure 10, fourth image). Such pixels have a priority equal to 0 and are then inpainted at the very end of the process, which is a desired behavior.

2) Depth-aware search scheme: The proposed lookup strategy to retrieve the patch that best matches the known part of the target patch \( \Psi_t \) is composed of 3 components:

- Since the synthesized color image \( I_o \) is computed from the original color image \( I_o \) with the warping function \( \mathcal{W} \), we can safely claim that most of data of \( I_o \) can also be found in \( I_o \) (data(\( I_o \)) \( \subset \) data(\( I_o \))). From this ascertainment, we constrain the search of the best patch (eq. 1) in \( I_o \) only. Thanks to the offset map (i.e., disparity map) used for the initial warping, search areas can easily be retrieved in \( I_o \) at the good locations by taking the opposite of the offsets.

- Only patches that have the same depth as \( t \) (with respect to \( \lambda \) are considered as candidate patches (step similar to [15], [2]):

\[
\Psi_t = \left\{ \Psi_p \in I_o \mid \arg \min_{|J_o(p) - J_o(t)| < \lambda} d_{SSD}(\Psi_t, \Psi_p) \right\} \quad (16)
\]

- The search area in \( I_o \) is split into many sub-windows according to the method proposed in [4]. In short, we propose to use the sources (i.e., locations of the best patches) of previously pasted patches as preferred search areas for the patch that is being inpainted.

Many advantages result from this search scheme: 1) Thanks to the split search method, the overall coherence of the reconstructed part is better maintained than with the classical search based on a single window centered at \( t \) in \( I_o \). 2) Since patches are searched exclusively in \( I_o \), one does not have to care about incomplete patches (i.e., all patches of \( I_o \) are always fully defined). 3) Since candidate patches are constrained to have the same depth, all the patches that are irrelevant for the inpainting of the patch are discarded: foreground patches are automatically discarded when inpainting a background patch. 4) Thanks to the split search scheme and to the discard of many irrelevant candidate patches (that are not at the same depth), the search space is greatly reduced which implies computation times shortened. As the retrieval of the best patch is known to be the most time consuming part of patch-based methods, this gain is clearly not negligible.

Figure 11 (right) shows the search area (in green) for the background target patch (red square, left image). The sub-windows come from the previously pasted patches, and do not contain the foreground rings. The best patch \( \Psi_t \) is depicted in blue (right image).

3) Depth-aware patch copy: Once the best patch has been found, masked pixels of \( \Psi_t \) are filled with the values of known pixels of \( \Psi_t \) (Eq. 5). To our knowledge, all of the literature methods use this paste scheme to fill-in \( \Psi_t \). This works well in practice when dealing with a hole that is only surrounded by the background and a single foreground object, since the
hole has to be filled with background values only. In more complex cases where one has to deal with multiple objects at different depths that overlap, the hole may have to be filled with background and intermediate foreground values. This is the case when a foreground object is partially masked by another object with a higher depth. In such a case, the classical copy scheme is clearly not optimal since the underlying depth of the mask is not taken into account.

To properly deal with these not-so-rare cases, we propose a depth-aware copy scheme, which copies pixel values from $\Psi_t$ to unknown pixels of $\Psi_s$ only if their adjoining depths are equal (w.r.t. $\lambda$):

$$\Psi_t(q) = \Psi_t(p) \mid q - t = p - \hat{t}, \forall q \in N_t \cap \Omega, |J_o(p) - J_s(q)| < \lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Figure 12 illustrates the benefits of this depth-aware copy scheme where the mask to inpaint contains background values but also foreground values of the masked ring. With the proposed copy strategy, no background pixel values are copied on a masked foreground object (and vice-versa). To our knowledge, none of current state-of-the-art methods propose such a copy feature.

4) Dealing with object aliasing: One important problem when processing both color image and depth-map, is that the color of the objects often bleeds into other objects or into the background. While the frontier between two objects is sharp and well defined in the depth-map, it can be several pixels wide in the color image (Fig. 13, first row). The color of a pixel of this narrow band that belongs to the background (according to its depth) may be composed of a mixture of background and foreground colors. If these phenomena are not properly taken into account during the process, the inpainting algorithm is likely to copy these mixed pixels in pure background/foreground regions (Fig. 13, third row, middle column).

In order to tackle this serious narrow band problem, we first propose to compute the exterior narrow band of the synthesized depth-map (similar to Eq. 11):

$$NB^+_s = T(\delta(J_s) - J_s, \lambda)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $\delta(\cdot)$ and $T(\cdot, \lambda)$ are the dilation and the $\lambda$-thresholding operators respectively. The dilation size here essentially depends on the resolution of the image (fixed to 5 in the rest of the paper). Note that $NB^+_s$ is now different from the one computed for the depth-map inpainting (Eq. 12). Since the depth-map is assumed to be inpainted, it is now fully known.

Figure 13 (second row) displays the superposition of the narrow-bands images $NB^+_s$ and $NB^+_o$ (in green) on the color images for both the synthesized (left) and original (right) views.

These narrow-bands are incorporated within the inpainting process as follows. Given a target pixel $t$, two different cases appear:

- If $t \notin NB^+_s$, the target pixel $t$ does not lie at the frontier between the background and a foreground object. In such a case, one does not want to copy bleeding pixels, so the search of the best patch $\Psi_t$ is restricted to $\Psi_p \in I_o$ such that $\Psi_p$ contains no pixels of $NB^+_s$.
- If $t \in NB^+_s$, the target pixel $t$ lies at the frontier between the background and a foreground object. In such a case, one allows the copy of bleeding pixels to eventually copy the smooth transition between the background and the foreground. The search of the best patch $\Psi_t$ is then processed without restrictions on $NB^+_o$.

This simple mechanism avoids (1) the copy of bleeding pixels in unwanted areas, while (2) authorizing it at the frontier between the background and the foreground for the best possible reconstruction. Figure 13 (third row, third column) shows the benefits of this scheme: no bleeding pixels are copied in unwanted parts of the mask, and the artifacts (third row, second column) are discarded. Note that, since the depth-
maps \( J_o \) and \( J_p \) are fully known, \( NB_o^+ \) and \( NB_p^+ \) do not change during the inpainting, and this process is implemented at marginal cost using integral images [27].

### B. Evaluation

We evaluate and compare our proposed color image disocclusion inpainting method with respect to two representative approaches of the state-of-the-art [16], [2].

As for the depth-map disocclusion inpainting evaluation, we used the Middleburry stereo dataset [28], [25] which consists of a collection of pairs of stereo images whose sizes vary from 1.4M to 6M pixels. The synthesis is performed from view \( v_1 \) to view \( v_0 \) for the 2014 sub-dataset, and from view \( v_5 \) to view \( v_1 \) for the rest. We set \( \lambda = 4 \) for all the experiments.

Figure 14 provides qualitative results obtained with our method together with excerpts of reconstructed images obtained with the methods of [16] and [2]. For fair comparison purposes, we use the same depth-map to guide the inpainting for the three methods: the groundtruth depth-map (available in the dataset) for the *Art*, *Dolls*, *Midd2* and *Moebius* images (rows 2, 4, 5, and 6), and the depth-map inpainted with our dedicated algorithm (Section III) for the *Adirondack* and *Backpack* images (rows 1 and 3). Parameters (i.e., the patch size and the lookup size) have been manually tuned for each method to get the best visual results.

Thanks to the proposed depth-aware patch-based disocclusion inpainting method, our inpainting results show no leaks nor major reconstruction artefacts. Our depth-aware copy scheme avoids inconsistencies between the foreground and the background, even when the images are composed of multiple objects at different depths. Moreover, our robust priority term allows to reconstruct both the structures and the textures with an equal or better quality than with the state-of-the-art methods.

As a quantitative comparison, Figure 16 plots the PSNR obtained with the methods of [16], [2], and ours for many images of the dataset. As we synthesize a view that exists in the dataset, the ground truth can be used for comparison purposes. Note that the same parameters as above (i.e., the patch size and the lookup size) have been manually tuned for each method to get the best result, and these parameters may differ from the one obtained for the figure 14 since a high PSNR does not systematically mean a visually pleasant reconstruction [29].

The last experiment (Figure 15) consists in using our color image disocclusion inpainting method with depth-maps inpainted with [13], [15], [2], [20], and our proposed algorithm (Section III-B). Since our color image disocclusion inpainting method heavily relies on the depth-map (as all the state-of-the-art methods do), a bad depth-map inpainting result automatically implies great inconsistencies in the final result. This experiment underlines the importance of having good depth-map reconstructions.

Finally, it is important to note that our proposed method is quite fast in practice (inpainting at roughly 1500px/s on a single core), and can be easily parallelized: Since the best patches are searched in \( I_o \) only (that is fully known), multiple holes can safely be inpainted in parallel rather than sequentially (as it is actually done in our implementation). Moreover, as the space search is divided into several sub-windows, the search for the best patch \( \Psi_i \) could also be processed in parallel through these sub-windows to further accelerate the process.

### C. Discussion

Our proposed method involves only one single extra parameter \( \lambda \) compared to the algorithm of Criminisi et al.. This \( \lambda \)-thresholding, used throughout our approach, essentially depends on the range of the depth-map, and allows to differentiate two adjacent pixels that belong to different objects. We fixed it manually (by simply looking to depth-maps values) to the same value (\( \lambda = 4 \)) for all the experiments since the images used in this paper have been acquired by the same depth camera. Depending on the depth-map values, the effect of a too large \( \lambda \) is that no differentiation between close objects is possible. On the contrary, a too small value for \( \lambda \) implies that small depth variations inside an object are considered as object contours. This parameter is indeed crucial for the whole
processing, but is fortunately easy-to-tune manually. Further work includes the automatic adjustment of its value.

Note that we use a simple linear extension in our depth-map inpainting algorithm for simplicity purposes (Section III-B1). This step can clearly be improved by using Euler spirals for instance [30] in place of the linear propagation used.

Main remaining parameters are the patch size \( N_p \) and the relative size of the space search. This latter parameter directly provides the sizes of the sub-windows, and it is generally admitted in the literature that too big values for this parameter does not provide better results than constraining the search space with smallest search space sizes. Moreover, by applying our proposed lookup search scheme which divides the search space into many sub-windows, we indeed constrain the search of the best patch \( \Psi_i \) to more relevant patches in term of final global consistency (see [4] for more details). A typical value for the space search size is 3 to 4 times the value of the patch size.

Adjusting automatically the last major parameter (i.e., the patch size) remains an open question in the inpainting community. It indeed depends on the relative sizes of the objects (structures/textures) that lie around a given hole. While large patch sizes are preferable for macro-textures generation, small patch sizes could be preferable for structures propagation. We previously showed in [4] (Section IV-B) that the multi-windows search scheme allows indeed to copy/paste larger structures and textures with smallest patch sizes. Beyond other advantages of this search scheme (see [4]), its leading advantage is that the sensitivity of the patch size parameter is reduced in comparison with the classical (centered single-windowed) search scheme.

The complexity of the whole algorithm can be detailed as follows:

- Regarding the proposed depth-map disocclusion inpainting algorithm, the complexity is mainly governed by the diffusion step, which is quasi-linear (w.r.t. the number of unknown pixels). The \( t \)-junctions detection and the small number of structure propagation have indeed a negligible cost.
- Regarding the proposed color image disocclusion inpainting algorithm, it is well-known that the search for the best patch is the main bottleneck of patch-based algorithm. We previously showed in [4] (Section V) that our multi-windows search scheme induces 2 to 5 less patch comparison computations than with the classical (centered single-windowed) search scheme.

Beyond not-well chosen parameters, our method can give unsatisfactory disocclusion inpainting results on difficult images. Figure 17 shows some bad results, with inconsistencies in the texture reconstruction (left column) or with the leftmost hole (right column). The first problem (left column) is due to the lack of texture repeatability: since the stop sign does not fully exist in the original image \( I_o \), our patch-based approach cannot find significant patches to copy/paste. The second failure example (right column) highlights the off-screen problem: a large portion of the synthesized image was off-screen in the original image, and has then to be reconstructed. This hole (often the largest) is particularly difficult to inpaint. For information, the number of pixels of the leftmost hole, the total number of pixels to inpaint, and the size of the images are 428K, 1466K, 2632 \( \times \) 1988, and 218K, 403K, 1800 \( \times \) 1500 for the left and right images of figure 17 respectively.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an efficient disocclusion inpainting method for RGB-D view synthesis. First, the disocclusion inpainting of the depth-map is processed with a novel and intuitive approach that is able to recover the lost structures of the objects. Second, many modifications are made to the classical patch-based inpainting algorithm to take into account the previously reconstructed depths for the disocclusion inpainting of color images. These intuitive modifications result in an algorithm that is efficient in terms of quality, robustness and speed. Further work includes the extension of these methods to more general warping schemes, and to the difficult challenge of video processing.
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Fig. 14. Inpainting comparisons. From left to right: masked image, our result, and inpainting result excerpts with [16], with [2], and with our method. For information, the mask sizes are (from top to bottom), 526K pixels for the Adirondack image, 401K pixels for the Art image, 837K pixels for the Backpack image, 263K pixels for the Dolls image, 157K pixels for the Midd2 image, and 253K pixels for the Moebius image.
Fig. 15. Inpainting comparisons using the same color image inpainting algorithm (our), but with depth-maps coming from different depth-map inpainting algorithms. From left to right: full result using depth-map inpainted with the proposed method, then inpainting excerpts using depth-map reconstructed results obtained with [13], [15], [2], [20], and the proposed algorithm.